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How To Teach Speaking By Scott Thornbury
Teachers across the country are seeking ways to make their multicultural classrooms
come alive with student talk about content. Content-Area Conversations: How to Plan
Discussion-Based Lessons for Diverse Language Learners is a practical, hands-on
guide to creating and managing environments that spur sophisticated levels of student
communication, both oral and written. Paying special attention to the needs of English
language learners, the authors *Detail research-based steps for designing lessons that
spark student talk; *Share real-life classroom scenarios and dialogues that bring theory
to life; *Describe easy-to-use assessments for all grade levels; *Provide rubrics,
worksheets, sentence frames, and other imaginative tools that encourage academic
communication; and *Offer guiding questions to help teachers plan instruction.
Teachers at any grade level, in any content area, will find a wide variety of strategies in
this book to help students simultaneously learn English and learn in English. Drawing
both on decades of research data and on the authors' real-life experiences as teachers
of English language learners, this book is replete with ideas for fostering real academic
discourse in your classroom.
With the Common Core State Standards emphasizing listening and speaking across
the curriculum, these long-neglected language arts are regaining a place in schools.
For teachers, this means reexamining practices and rethinking expectations. How much
do we know about teaching listening and speaking as the complex communication skills
they are? How do we teach students to discuss appropriately, integrate and understand
the mountains of information they receive, and express themselves clearly and
effectively? In this lively and practical book, 20-year teaching veteran Erik Palmer
presents an approach aligned to the six Common Core anchor standards for speaking
and listening but focused on preparing students for 21st century communication inside
and beyond the classroom. Here, you'll get concrete guidance for teaching and
assessing * Collaborative discussion * Listening and media literacy * Questioning and
reasoning * Speech presentation * Effective multimedia use * Adapting speech to
different content and tasks With due respect to reading and writing, we do most of our
communicating--in the classroom and in life--through listening and speaking. Filled with
examples and specific activities targeted to variety of subjects and grade levels, this
book is an essential resource for all teachers interested in helping students acquire
core skills that cross the content areas and support long-term success.
"Speaking is a critical part of second language learning and teaching. This essential
communicative skill allows individuals to express themselves and interact with the world
around them. New Ways in Teaching Speaking, Second Edition contains more than
100 new activities that promote good speaking habits for all proficiency levels and ages.
Learn how to incorporate technology tools to improve students' speaking skills and
digital literacy skills simultaneously. Plus, the new career-focused activities connect to
work in business, law, and more, allowing students to strengthen their speaking skills
for immediate use in their daily lives. Activity categories are : Developing Fluency,
Developing Accuracy, Developing Pronunciation, Speaking in Specific Contexts,
Speaking and Technology. Digital online resources such as presentations and
handouts are available on the website that accompanies this book. These diverse and
ready-to-use activities will keep your students engaged and enjoying their time learning
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this essential language skill"--back cover.
How can you encourage students to accept varieties of English from around the world?
This Reflective Question and many others await your discussion and analysis in this
revised edition of TESOL Press?s best-selling Teaching Speaking, which explores
different approaches to teaching reading in second language classrooms. This volume
contains new references and updated research as well as new activities, charts, and a
detailed lesson plan for teachers to consider. A new chapter ? Ways of Using Speaking
to Teach ? is also included.
Teaching English to Second Language Learners in Academic Contexts: Reading,
Writing, Listening, and Speaking provides the fundamental knowledge that ESL and
EFL teachers need to teach the four language skills. This foundational text, written by
internationally renowned experts in the field, explains why skills-based teaching is at
the heart of effective instruction in English for academic purposes (EAP) contexts. Each
of the four main sections of the book helps readers understand how each skill—reading,
writing, listening, and speaking—works and explains what research has to say about
successful skill performance. Pedagogically focused chapters apply this information to
principles for EAP curriculum design and to instructional activities and tasks adaptable
in a wide range of language-learning contexts. Options for assessment and the role of
digital technologies are considered for each skill, and essential information on
integrated-skill instruction is provided. Moving from theory to practice, this teacherfriendly text is an essential resource for courses in TESOL programs, for in-service
teacher-training seminars, and for practicing EAP teachers who want to upgrade their
teaching abilities and knowledge bases.
As an ESL teacher, have you looked at the phonetics textbooks on the market and
decided that they don't directly address your needs? Unlike pronunciation books aimed
at students of linguistics or at learners of English, Teaching American English
Pronunciation has been written specifically for ESL teachers. It doesn't only give
academic descriptions, but also helps you to improve your students' pronunciation
effectively.
Now revised and expanded Speaking Frames: How to Teaching Talk for Writing: Ages
10-14 brings together material from Sue Palmer’s popular Speaking Frames books
with additional material covering the primary/secondary transition. Providing an
innovative and effective answer to the problem of teaching speaking and listening, this
book offers a range of speaking frames for children to orally ‘fill in’, developing their
language patterns and creativity, 'and boosting their confidence in the use of literate
language patterns. Fully updated, this book offers: material for individual paired and
group presentations and talk for writing links to cross-curricular ‘Skeletons' transition
material and guidance on ‘bridging the gap’ between primary and secondary schools
support notes for teachers and assessment guidance advice on flexible progression
and working to a child’s ability suggestions for developing individual pupils' spoken
language skills. With a wealth of photocopiable sheets and creative ideas for speaking
and listening, Speaking Frames: How to Teaching Talk for Writing: Ages 10-14 is
essential reading for all practising, trainee and recently qualified teachers who wish to
develop effective speaking and listening in their classroom.
Speaking in a second or foreign language may be the most demanding of the four
language skills. This book addresses the varied difficulties learners face in learning to
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speak another language. The 100+ activities preented in this volume focus on fluency,
accuracy, pronunciation, and speaking in specific contexts. These activities use
dialogues, role plays, games, and audiovisual aids to practice such speech events as
conversation, oral presentations, and interviewing. --From publisher's description.
In this book, Erik Palmer shares the art of teaching speaking in any classroom.
Teachers will find thoughtful and engaging strategies for integrating speaking skills
throughout the curriculum.--[book cover]
Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher or an instructor without a textbook,
you need more activities for your conversion or speaking classes. If you're tired of
wading through the junk on the Internet, then Jackie and Jennifer are here to help.
During her decade of experience as a CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie
Bolen has developed countless games and activities for her students. Jennifer Booker
Smith has taught kids for years and has even given up cushy teacher-training jobs to
return to the elementary classroom. They're sharing their low-prep/no-prep ideas with
ESL teachers throughout the world. In 39 No-Prep/Low-Prep ESL Speaking Activities,
you'll get over three-dozen ideas to use in your own classroom. The highly-detailed
descriptions will show you exactly how to use the activities during your lessons. The
clearly and concisely explained activities will help you add instructional variety and put
the focus back on your students. If you're extremely busy or you're simply out of new
ideas, Jackie and Jennifer's book makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities
your students will love! Buy the book to get new lesson plans ready to go in minutes!
"Drawing on wide-ranging literature from a variety of relevant disciplines, as well as
their own extensive experience in teaching spoken English, the authors give a
fascinating, comprehensive, and insightful account of the nature of second language
speaking skills. The research and theory they survey then serves as the basis for the
principles, strategies, and procedures they propose for the teaching of spoken English.
This book will, therefore, provide an invaluable resource for teachers, teachers in
training, and researchers, providing both a state-of-the-art survey of the field as well as
a source of practical ideas for those involved in planning, teaching, and evaluating
courses and materials for the teaching of spoken English"-This book provides an overview designed to help educators collaborate more effectively
in the areas of content area literacy for the sake of their K-6 ELL students. The book
weaves the practical and theoretical aspects of collaboration and suggests ways for
teachers to form long term partnerships.
About this ESL conversation book for adults: ESL speaking activities for busy
teachersMake your TEFL lesson planning easier"ESL Speaking Activities: The Ultimate
Book for Busy English Teachers. Intermediate to Advanced Conversation Book for
Adults" is jam-packed full of speaking cards, worksheets and conversation cards to
whip out whenever you want and make your TEFL lesson plans instantly easier. It
includes 100+ instant games & activities for Teaching English as a Second or Foreign
Language Online & Offline. Speaking is often the most intimidating part of English for
many students, and it can be daunting as a teacher, when your students won't speak in
class out of shyness or reluctance. This conversation book for adults will give you the
tools needed to get students speaking, which will make your classes both more
enjoyable and more productive! In the Phrasal Verbs section of this book, you'll find
grammar and vocabulary hand-outs before each set of speaking questions. You can do
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some of these handouts in class, or you can set them as homework if you prefer. They
are ideal for preparing students for exams such as the Cambridge Business English
exams, and other Cambridge exams like First Certificate and Advanced CAE, as well
as IELTS and TOEFL. All the worksheets and ESL conversation cards can be
photocopied and used in the classroom and can be adapted to classroom games and
warmers.
*What elements make a speaking activity successful? *Which tasks or activities really
help build speaking fluency? *What does the research show regarding speaking
activities? *What mistakes do ESL teachers often make in speaking activity design? In
this highly accessible and practical resource, Keith S. Folse provides a wealth of
information to help ESL/EFL teachers design and use speaking tasks that will actually
improve students' speaking fluency. The book presents and discusses the relevant
research and assessment issues and includes case studies from twenty different
settings and classrooms around the world so that readers learn from others about the
problems and successes of using various speaking activities. Teachers will find the
chapters on Twenty Successful Activities and Ten Unsuccessful Activities particularly
valuable. The successful activities are provided for classroom use and are reproducible.
The book also contains five appendixes that explain what teachers need to know about
vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar and how they affect the teaching of speaking.
Samples of successful lesson plans and a list of resources useful for teaching speaking
are also included. Keith S. Folse, Ph.D., is Coordinator, TESOL Programs, University of
Central Florida (Orlando). He is the author of Vocabulary Myths (University of Michigan
Press, 2004) and more than 35 second language textbooks, including texts on
grammar, reading, speaking, listening, and writing.
Creative Output is a teacher's resource book for the most challenging stage of an
ESL/EFL lesson - the production stage. Within these pages, you will find a diverse
range of speaking and writing activities for fluency practice. In addition, this book
describes the essential qualities of effective speaking and writing activities and shows
how they fit into a successful lesson. ----- "This book is truly a must-have for any
language teachers keen on fostering spoken and written fluency in a fun and engaging
way across the whole age and ability spectrum. This little masterpiece offers a wide
range of ingenious low prep / high impact tasks that fuel creativity whilst challenging the
learner in a principled way. Part A, in which the authors discuss their sound pedagogic
approach to promoting creative output in the oral and written medium, is a real gem of
wisdom and clarity which pre-service and novice teachers will particularly benefit from. I
strongly recommend this book." - Gianfranco Conti, PhD. co-author of the bestselling
book 'The Language Teacher toolkit', winner of the 2015 TES best resource contributor
award, founder of www.language-gym.com, and former Oxford University researcher
Explains how good language teachers work, drawing on teacher training theory as well
as many examples and case studies.
Speaking is a dynamic, interpersonal process and one that strongly influences how we
are perceived by others in a range of formal and everyday contexts. Despite this,
speaking is often researched and taught as if it is simply writing delivered in a different
mode. In Teaching and Researching Speaking, Rebecca Hughes suggests that we
have less understanding than we might of important meaning-making aspects of
speech such as prosody, gaze, affect, and the ways speakers collaborate and negotiate
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with one another in interaction. This thoroughly revised and updated second edition
looks to the future of the field, offering: A new chapter on assessment, discussing 'high
stakes' oral language testing contexts such as immigration New material considering
access to spoken data via the worldwide web and new technologies that allow
neurolinguistic insights formerly hidden from view Summaries and case studies to help
the reader understand how to approach researching speaking and encourages
practitioners to question the models of speaking that they are using in their classrooms.
Reviewing materials and assessment practices in the light of current knowledge about
spoken language, and highlighting areas for new work and collaboration between
researchers and practitioners, this book will be a valuable resource for anyone involved
in language teaching.
A contemporary approach to a classic text from one of ancient Rome's master
educatorsQuintilian on the Teaching of Speaking and Writing offers scholars and
students insights into the pedagogies of Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (ca. CE 35-ca. CE
95), one of Rome's most famous teachers of rhetoric. Providing translations of three
key sections from Quintilian's important and influential Institutio oratoria (Education of
the Orator), this volume outlines the systematic educational processes that Quintilian
inherited from the Greeks, foregrounding his rationale for rhetorical education based on
the interrelationship between reading, speaking, listening, and writing, and emphasizing
the blending of moral purpose and artistic skill. A contemporary approach to one of the
most influential educational work in the history of Western culture, this book provides
access not only to translations of key sections of Quintilian's educational program but
also a robust contemporary framework for the training of humane and effective citizens
through the teaching of speaking and writing.
Learn to speak English correctly! This is Book 1 of Teacher King’s English Speaking
Course It contains 30 important lessons to help a student learn to speak English the
right way! Level: Beginner to Intermediate - Students should have a basic knowledge of
Speaking, Reading & Writing. Application: Self-learning & Classroom This workbook
has been written for all ages, children and adults alike. This workbook features: - 30
excellent lessons with everyday topics - 300 important words used in daily life - 60 fun
and everyday conversations and talks - Q&A section for each talk - 30 phrasal verbs for
everyday topics - 30 verbs and different tenses - Easy interactive worksheets to learn
speaking sentences correctly - Tests to reinforce knowledge of the lessons - Commonly
used grammar tenses - Step-by-step grammar development - Vocabulary words do not
include translations Teacher King’s English Speaking Course is the easiest way to
learn English. Written by ESL specialist, Kevin L. King, who has taught English as a
Second Language for over 30 years around the world.
'This book is special. It proposes a style of drama that liberates teachers and children
from traditional dialogues...The dramas, each linked to a literacy text or wider theme,
are amazing...I would recommend buying this. It challenges, but rewards with a new
level of classroom dialogue' - Literacy Time 'This new book for teachers is timely and
full of good ideas. It demonstrates the value of drama as a means of achieving
education that stimulates creative and critical thinking while also engaging the
emotions' - Teaching Thinking & Creativity Showing teachers how to use drama to
promote speaking and listening for pupils, including those who find learning difficult, this
book describes, analyses and teaches how to use role play effectively and looks at how
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to generate a productive dialogue between teachers and pupils that is both powerful
and enabling. The authors present innovative methods for teaching across the
curriculum which are genuinely inclusive and can help to motivate reluctant learners.
The 'how to' section of the book describes a range of strategies and approaches: o how
to begin with 'teacher in role' o how to begin planning drama o how to generate quality
speaking and listening o how to use drama for inclusion and citizenship o how to
generate empathy in drama o how to link history and drama o how to begin using
assessment of speaking and listening (and other English skills) through drama The
second section includes full lesson plans that have been tried and tested with pupils,
complete with detailed guidance on how to structure the work and how to play the
teacher roles. Each is linked to literacy, the wider curriculum, PSHE and citizenship.
The book is a valuable resource for primary teachers in training and in practice.
"This book will show you how to do expert speech and language stimulation and
therapy at home throughout your loved one's daily activities. You will first learn to
stimulate your loved one's speech and language through the use of questions that
garner yes and no answers. From there, you will begin asking questions that require
easy one-two word responses from your loved one. Once mastered, you will move to
three-word answers and build thereon until your loved one or client can answer in
phrases, and short sentences which will jump-start longer sentences, more
independent speaking and, ultimately, conversation"--P. [4] of cover.
This book, written by leading practitioners, brings together a comprehensive overview
of TESOL.
Teaching Diversity and Inclusion: Examples from a French-Speaking Classroom
explores new and pioneering strategies for transforming current teaching practices into
equitable, inclusive and immersive classrooms for all students. This cutting-edge
volume dares to ask new questions, and shares innovative, concrete tools useful to a
wide variety of classrooms and institutional contexts, far beyond any disciplinary
borders. This book aims to instill classroom approaches which allow every student to
feel safe to share their truth and to reflect deeply about their own identity and
challenges, discussing course design, assignments, technologies, activities, and
strategies that target diversity and inclusion in the French classroom. Each chapter
shares why and how to design an inclusive community of learners, including
opportunities to promote interdisciplinary approaches and cross-disciplinary
collaborations, exploring cultures and underrepresented perspectives, and
distinguishing unconscious biases. The essays also provide theoretical and practical
strategies adaptable to any reflective teacher desiring to create a welcoming, inclusive
classroom that draws in students they might not otherwise attract. This long overdue
work will be ideal for both undergraduate and graduate students and administrators
seeking fresh approaches to diversity in the classroom.
With the Common Core State Standards emphasizing listening and speaking across
the curriculum, these long-neglected language arts are regaining a place in schools.
For teachers, this means reexamining practices and rethinking expectations. How much
do we know about teaching listening and speaking as the complex communication skills
they are? How do we teach students to discuss appropriately, integrate and understand
the mountains of information they receive, and express themselves clearly and
effectively? In this lively and practical book, 20-year teaching veteran Erik Palmer
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presents an approach aligned to the six Common Core anchor standards for speaking
and listening but focused on preparing students for 21st century communication inside
and beyond the classroom. Here, you'll get concrete guidance for teaching and
assessing * Collaborative discussion * Listening and media literacy * Questioning and
reasoning * Speech presentation * Effective multimedia use * Adapting speech to
different content and tasks With due respect to reading and writing, we do most of our
communicating—in the classroom and in life—through listening and speaking. Filled with
examples and specific activities targeted to variety of subjects and grade levels, this
book is an essential resource for all teachers interested in helping students acquire
core skills that cross the content areas and support long-term success.

The main theme of the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Teacher Education and Professional Development (InCoTEPD 2019) is
‘’Teacher Education and Professional Development in Industry 4.0". The papers
have been carefully grouped under the subthemes of teacher education and
professional development, curriculum, learning materials, teaching-learning
process, technology and media, and assessment in Industry 4.0 education. They
also cover vocational education in the era in question and one section is devoted
to Industrially disadvantaged societies. As these papers were presented at an
internationally refereed conference dedicated to the advancement of theories and
practices in education, they provide an opportunity for academics and
professionals from various educational fields with cross-disciplinary interests to
bridge the knowledge gap and promote research esteem and the evolution of
pedagogy.
Issues in Materials Development provides readers with theoretical foundations
and practical aspects of designing materials for EFL/ESL contexts. It starts with
discussing some basic and preliminary principles of materials design followed by
scrutinizing critical issues in materials development in an objective and
systematic way. This ranges from considering learners’ needs, adopting,
adapting, selection, and gradation of materials to the specific focus of the book
on developing various types of materials for the four language skills,
pronunciation, ESP vocabulary, and computer assisted language learning
materials. Authenticity of materials to be designed and the inclusion of affective
factors to develop motivating materials to engage language learners, in addition
to features of materials design at a universal level are other areas to read about.
This book finally tries to open new horizons and possible futuristic approaches to
improve today’s ELT materials.
Veteran teacher Karen Kindle offers practical strategies for effectively building
children's vocabulary. She shows teachers how to select robust words from read
alouds and infuse them into classroom talk throughout day. She offers engaging
word-learning strategies, along with dozens of activities that provide meaningful
practice with target words. Multiple exposures and repeated use help students
master the words they need-setting them up for reading success. Includes 15
fiction and nonfiction units built around popular picture books, complete with
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lessons and infusion activities. Time-saving tips for boosting vocabulary-learning!
How to Teach SpeakingTeaching SpeakingA Holistic ApproachCambridge
University Press
Your essential guide for teaching core competencies that every child needs for
developing into a highly engaged, self-motivated learner. The Language of
Learning offers a practical approach to teaching essential communication skills:
Listening and understanding; Thinking before speaking; Speaking clearly and
concisely; Asking thoughtful questions; Giving high-quality answers; Backing up
opinions with reasons and evidence; Agreeing thoughtfully; Disagreeing
respectfully.
The volume constitutes a state-of-the-art account of issues related to teaching,
learning and testing speaking in a second language. It brings together
contributions by Polish and international scholars which seek to create links
between theory, research and classroom practice, report the findings of studies
investigating the impact of linguistic, cognitive and affective factors on the
development and use of speaking skills, and provide concrete pedagogic
proposals for instruction and assessment in this area. As such, the book will be of
interest not only to second language acquisition theorists and researchers, but
also to foreign language teachers willing to enhance the quality of speaking
instruction in their classrooms.
How do learners learn to speak a foreign language? What different approaches
have been developed to teach this important skill? Speaking deals with both
these questions, providing clear explanations of recent research and
developments in methodology. In the final section the author suggests practical
ways in which teachers can gain a better understanding of the role of oral
classroom activities.
Talk is the medium through which children learn; and yet children may not realise
why their contributions to classroom talk are so important. This book provides
teachers with resources for developing children's understanding of speaking and
listening, and their skills in using talk for learning. The Essential Speaking and
Listening will: help children to become more aware of how talk is valuable for
learning raise their awareness of how and why to listen attentively and to speak
with confidence encourage dialogue and promote effective group discussion
integrate speaking and listening into all curriculum areas help every child make
the most of learning opportunities in whole class and group work contexts The
inclusive and accessible activities are designed to increase children's
engagement and motivation and help raise their achievement. Children will be
guided to make the links between speaking, listening, thinking and learning and
through the activities they will also be learning important skills for future life.
Teachers, education students and teacher educators will find a tried-and-tested
approach that makes a difference to children's understanding of talk and how to
use it to learn.
For use in courses on language teaching methodology and teacher preparation, this book also
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serves as an invaluable source for courses in language curriculum development, materials
development, and teaching practice. The author views effective language teaching as a
network of interactions involving the curriculum, methodology, the teacher, the learner, and
instructional materials (hence the metaphor of a matrix). Each chapter discusses and
examines the theoretical and practical dimensions of a central issue in language teaching.
Among the topics covered are curriculum development, designing instructional materials,
teaching listening, speaking, reading and writing, the nature of effective teaching, selfmonitoring in teacher development, and language and content. Richards presents key issues
in an accessible and highly readable style, and shows how teachers and teachers-in-training
can be involved in the investigation of classroom teaching and learning. The emphasis is not
on prescriptions but rather on developing effective teaching through understanding the various
factors that interact in second language learning and in the second language classroom.
This newly revised second edition looks at ways in which teachers can develop children's
abilities in speaking and listening, as required by the National Curriculum. The authors discuss
the links between language and learning; offer case studies and suggestions for classroom
practice; and provide stimulating activities to help pupils to become more articulate, coherent
and effective in standard English. The book is a suitable text for students taking primary initial
teacher training courses. It will also be welcomed as a practical handbook for primary teachers.
How to Teach Listening - a practical guide to the theory of listening in the English language
classroom and the skills required in its teaching.
This guide for teachers and teacher trainees provides a wealth of suggestions for helping
learners at all levels of proficiency develop their listening and speaking skills and fluency, using
a framework based on principles of teaching and learning. By following these suggestions,
which are organised around four strands—meaning-focused input, meaning-focused output,
language-focused learning, and fluency development—teachers will be able to design and
present a balanced programme for their students. Updated with cutting-edge research and
theory, the second edition of Teaching ESL/EFL Listening and Speaking retains its hands-on
focus and engaging format, and features new activities and information on emerging topics,
including: Two new chapters on Extensive Listening and Teaching Using a Course Book
Expanded coverage of key topics, including assessment, pronunciation, and using the internet
to develop listening and speaking skills Easy-to-implement tasks and suggestions for further
reading in every chapter More tools for preservice teachers and teacher trainers, such as a
sample unit, a "survival syllabus", and topic prompts The second edition of this bestselling
book is an essential text for all Certificate, Diploma, Masters, and Doctoral courses for
teachers of English as a second or foreign language.
Now in a new format Speaking Frames: How to Teaching Talk for Writing: Ages 8-10 brings
together material from Sue Palmer’s popular Speaking Frames books for years 3 and 4.
Providing an innovative and effective answer to the problem of teaching speaking and
listening, this book offers a range of speaking frames for children to orally ‘fill in’ developing
their language patterns and creativity, and boosting their confidence in talk for learning and talk
for writing. Fully updated, this book offers: material for individual, paired and group
presentations links to cross-curricular ‘Skeletons’ support notes for teachers and assessment
guidance advice on flexible progression and working to a child’s ability suggestions for
developing individual pupils' spoken language skills. With a wealth of photocopiable sheets and
creative ideas for speaking and listening, Speaking Frames: How to Teaching Talk for Writing:
Ages 8-10 is essential reading for all practising, trainee and recently qualified teachers who
wish to develop effective speaking and listening in their classroom.
Practical and easy to use, Essential Speaking Skills is the definitive guide to teaching speaking
to students of English as a second or additional language. Brimming with invaluable advice on
teaching approaches and practical classroom ideas and learning activities, the handbook is
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specifically designed for teachers who teach large classes with very few resources. The clear
explanations and the activities are suited to both new and experienced teachers of English,
and can be used in junior and senior secondary school classrooms and for adult learners.
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